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Abstract The turbulent air-sea heat flux feedback (α, in W m−2 K−1) is a major7
contributor to setting the damping timescale of sea surface temperature (SST)8
anomalies. In this study we compare the spatial distribution and magnitude of9
α in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean, as estimated from the ERA-10
Interim reanalysis dataset. The comparison is rationalized in terms of an upper11
bound on the heat flux feedback, associated with “fast” atmospheric export of12
temperature and moisture anomalies away from the marine boundary layer, and a13
lower bound associated with “slow” export. It is found that regions of cold surface14
waters (≤10◦ C) are best described as approaching the slow export limit. This15
conclusion is not only valid at the synoptic scale resolved by the reanalysis data,16
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but also on basin scales. In particular, it applies to the heat flux feedback acting17
as circumpolar SST anomaly scales are approached in the Southern Ocean, with18
feedbacks of ≤10 W m−2 K−1. In contrast, the magnitude of the heat flux feed-19
back is close to that expected from the fast export limit over the Gulf Stream and20
its recirculation with values on the order of ≈ 40 W m−2 K−1. Further analysis21
suggests that this high value reflects a compensation between a moderate thermo-22
dynamic adjustment of the boundary layer, which tends to weaken the heat flux23
feedback, and an enhancement of the surface winds over warm SST anomalies,24
which tend to enhance the feedback.25
Keywords Sea surface temperature · air-sea interaction · feedback · variability ·26
Southern Ocean · North Atlantic27
1 Introduction28
The rate at which sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies are damped to the29
atmosphere is determined to a large extent by the air-sea heat flux feedback.30
This quantity, hereafter denoted αnet (in W m
−2 K−1), represents the change31
in the net air-sea heat flux in response to a 1 K change in SST. It has been32
established that it varies with location, time of the year and also with the spatial33
scale of the SST anomaly (e.g., Frankignoul and Kestenare 2002). The heat flux34
feedback has been found to be a crucial parameter for a realistic representation35
of, for example, the ocean’s thermohaline circulation (Rahmstorf and Willebrand36
1995) and the strength of decadal oscillations in the North Atlantic (NA), as37
shown by, for example, Czaja and Marshall (2001). More recently, its magnitude38
in the Southern Ocean (SO) has been identified as one of the primary sources of39
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differences between the climate response to stratospheric ozone forcing in coupled40
models (Ferreira et al 2015).41
Despite its important role, observational estimates of αnet are sparse, espe-42
cially over the SO. In a recent study, Hausmann et al (2016) provide a benchmark43
calculation for the circumpolar SO, thereby complementing the previous observa-44
tional estimates of α for the midlatitude ocean basins of the Northern Hemisphere45
and the low-latitude Southern Hemisphere (Frankignoul et al 1998; Frankignoul46
and Kestenare 2002; Park et al 2005). These studies have highlighted marked vari-47
ations in αnet over the world’s major current systems. Feedbacks of typically ≈ 4048
W m−2 K−1 found over the major NH boundary current systems (Gulf Stream49
and Kuroshio) stand in stark contrast with feedbacks of ≈ 10 W m−2 K−1 acting50
along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), falling to values as low as ≈ 551
W m−2 K−1 in the region of seasonal sea ice in the summer time.52
The above results are interesting but large uncertainties in estimates of αnet53
limit their usefulness. Indeed, there are not only significant uncertainties in both54
the turbulent and radiative components of the air-sea heat flux, but it is also55
difficult to isolate the component of the heat flux which responds to SST variability56
from that which forces it (Frankignoul et al 1998). These uncertainties provide57
motivation to focus here on the mechanisms leading to the range of values cited58
above. We will thereby focus only on the turbulent contribution (by latent and59
sensible heat fluxes) to αnet = αturb+αrad. As established previously for both NH60
and the SO (Hausmann et al 2016), αturb typically dominates the feedback. We61
will simply denote it α in the following (dropping the subscript).62
The approach taken here is to derive bounds on the magnitude of the air-sea63
feedback. These provide a context for studying what sets observed spatial patterns64
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of α. The latter can arise as a result of regional variations in the background air-sea65
state, but also as a result of different adjustment of the marine atmospheric bound-66
ary layer (MABL) to the underlying SST anomalies. The bounds we derive help in67
separating these two effects. In addition, we also partition the MABL adjustment68
into dynamic (i.e., involving changes in surface winds) and thermodynamic (i.e.,69
solely involving changes in air temperature and moisture fields) components, as70
pioneered by Park et al (2005) for closed ocean basins. We expand on their study71
and explore how the feedback and its driving mechanisms change as a function of72
spatial scale, moving out from the scale of atmospheric synoptic disturbances to73
that of ocean basins. We are particularly interested to contrast circumpolar and74
gyre-like oceanic regimes, and so focus on the Southern Ocean (SO) and the North75
Atlantic (NA) as two prototypes of these regimes, respectively.76
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, upper and lower bounds on77
the air-sea heat flux feedback are derived using standard bulk formulae for the78
air-sea fluxes. These bounds are estimated using reanalysis data and compared79
to estimates of α in section 3. Mechanisms setting the actual heat flux feedback80
are studied in section 4. Finally, section 5 provides a discussion of results and81
conclusions.82
2 Theoretical bounds on the heat flux feedback83
Turbulent air-sea heat fluxes of sensible and latent heat (QS and QL, respectively,84
measured positive upward, their sum being denoted Q) can be expressed via bulk85
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formulae (e.g., Gill 1982):86
QS = ρ
auacSc
a
p (T − Ta)
QL = ρ
auacLL (qsat(T )− qa). (1)
Here ρa, cap, T
a and qa are the density, specific heat capacity, temperature and87
specific humidity of the surface atmosphere (usually evaluated 10 m above sea-88
level), T and qsat are temperature and specific humidity of the (saturated) ocean89
surface, L is the latent heat of evaporation, cS and cL are non dimensional transfer90
coefficients for sensible and latent heat flux, respectively, and ua ≡ |ua −u| is the91
wind speed with respect to the moving ocean surface (with ua & u denoting,92
respectively, the surface vector wind & current).93
The turbulent heat flux feedback arises from the response of these turbulent94
fluxes to perturbations in SST. It can be expressed, in a general form, thus (e.g.,95
Frankignoul 1985):96
α ≡ αS + αL ≡
∂
〈
Q′
〉
∂T ′
∣∣∣∣
T
≡ ∂
〈
Q′S +Q
′
L
〉
∂T ′
∣∣∣∣
T
. (2)
In this, X ′ is the departure from the background seasonal state X of a variable97
X, and 〈 〉 denotes ensemble averaging over many realizations of the same SST98
anomaly. Note that the sign convention is thus that positive values of α correspond99
to a negative feedback on the SST anomaly.100
In the absence of dynamic adjustments to SST of the atmospheric boundary101
layer (an assumption that is relaxed in section 4), the sensible and latent compo-102
nents of the turbulent heat flux feedback (2) are given by103
αS ≈ ρauacScap
∂
〈
(T − Ta)′〉
∂T ′
, (3)
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and104
αL ≈ ρauacLL
∂
〈
(qsat(T )− qa)′
〉
∂T ′
. (4)
The latter expression can be further simplified using a Taylor expansion of qsat:105
q′sat(T ) = qsat(T )− qsat(T ) ≈ dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
T
T ′, (5)
and likewise,106
q′sat(Ta) = qsat(Ta)− qsat(Ta ) ≈ dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
Ta
Ta
′
. (6)
Furthermore introducing the relative humidity1 rH = q
a
/qsat(Ta), the MABL spe-107
cific humidity response to an SST anomaly is approximated as108
∂
〈
qa′
〉
∂T ′
≈ rH dqsatdT
∣∣∣∣
Ta
∂
〈
Ta′
〉
∂T ′
+
∂
〈
rH
′〉
∂T ′
qsat(Ta ). (7)
In (7), the first term on the rhs represents the change in qa arising from adjust-109
ments in air temperature at fixed relative humidity, and the second term represents110
the change in qa resulting, at fixed air temperature, from adjustments in relative111
humidity. This enables the latent heat flux feedback (4) to be reexpressed as112
αL ≈ ρauacLL
(
dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
T
− rH dqsatdT
∣∣∣∣
Ta
∂
〈
Ta′
〉
∂T ′
− qsat(Ta )
∂
〈
rH
′〉
∂T ′
)
. (8)
To understand the mechanisms setting α, let us now consider two idealized113
scenarios.114
Limit (I): Fast export limit. In this limit we assume that the atmosphere effi-115
ciently exports any temperature and moisture anomaly developing locally in the116
MABL in response to an SST anomaly, so that ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ = 0 and ∂
〈
qa′
〉
/∂T ′ = 0.117
1 Strictly speaking the relative humidity is defined as the ratio of partial pressure of vapor,
but we will neglect the very small difference introduced by our definition.
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This can be achieved either laterally, i.e., advecting anomalies to other regions of118
the MABL, or vertically, by transporting anomalies upward into the free tropo-119
sphere. Since the thermodynamic imbalance between air and water is maintained,120
the negative feedback in this limit is the largest possible and thus provides an121
upper bound (≡ αupper) on α. Note that, from (7), this limit also implies that122
∂
〈
r′H
〉
/∂T ′ = 0. Using this result, and equation (3) and also (8), one obtains:123
αupper = ρaua
(
cSc
a
p + cLL
dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
T
)
. (9)
Limit (II): Slow export limit. In the limit in which the atmospheric export of124
moisture and temperature anomaly is negligible, a thermodynamic equilibrium125
between air and water is achieved. In this equilibrated state there is no sensible126
or latent heat flux anomaly, and α → 0. We clearly do not expect this limit127
to be observed as there is always enough turbulence and large scale motions to128
pull away the MABL from thermodynamic equilibrium. Observations of relative129
humidity over the extra-tropical oceans, however, suggest only moderate variability130
at low levels, on the order of 10–20 % in the monthly mean (e.g., Liu et al 1991).131
Thus a more plausible limit is that in which the MABL thermally adjusts to the132
ocean, yet without a noticeable change in relative humidity, i.e., ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ = 1133
and ∂
〈
r′H
〉
/∂T ′ = 0. Using these values in (3) and (8), we obtain a lower bound134
(≡ αlower) on the heat flux feedback,135
αlower = ρauacLL
(
dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
T
− rH dqsatdT
∣∣∣∣
Ta
)
. (10)
Note that in this limit, there is no sensible contribution to the feedback (thermal136
equilibration) and that the remaining response of the latent flux arises as a result137
of changes in specific humidity at fixed relative humidity, i.e., qa′ is driven solely138
by temperature changes.139
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While the expressions (3) and (4) have been derived before (e.g., Frankignoul140
et al 1998), the lower bound limit (10) on the turbulent heat flux feedback has to141
our knowledge not been introduced previously. The upper bound limit (9) has been142
discussed by Frankignoul (1985) and Frankignoul et al (1998), and also provides143
the basis for the zonal-average calculations by Haney (1971).144
3 Application to ERA-I data in the North Atlantic and the Southern145
Ocean146
3.1 An estimate of the lower and upper bounds147
The bounds (9) & (10) are fully constrained by the background air-sea state148
and can thus be estimated from air-sea climatology. The ERA-Interim reanaly-149
sis dataset (Dee et al 2011, hereafter referred to as ERA-I) is used to estimate ua ,150
qa , Ta & T , based on the 34-year period September 1979 to August 2013. The151
data is available on a 0.75◦ grid and results are masked within the reanalysis’ sea-152
sonal sea-ice edge (15% threshold on sea-ice concentration, denoted c hereafter).153
Typical values are used for other variables in (9) & (10), as listed in Table 1, and154
the background air-sea speed difference is approximated with the surface wind155
speed climatology. The bounds are estimated for each month of the year and then156
averaged to yield annual-mean maps.157
Figure 1a,b display the estimated upper bound on the turbulent air-sea feed-158
back, αupper (black contours). Its magnitude is found to be typically 25–30 W m
−2
159
K−1 over the ACC and the NA subpolar gyre, increasing to ≥35 W m−2 K−1 in160
NA tropics and ≈ 40 W m−2 K−1 over the warm waters on the equatorward flank161
of the Gulf Stream. The lower bound αlower is shown in Fig. 1 in the same format162
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(black contours), and is characterized by much weaker values, of typically only ≈ 5163
W m−2 K−1.164
Whereas αlower is set by latent heat fluxes only, αupper also depends on sensible165
heat fluxes (section 2). Fig. 1a,b (color) indicate that the latter explain approxi-166
mately half of αupper at high latitudes. At lower latitudes, over the warm waters167
of the NA subtropics and tropics, the sensible contribution is of less importance.168
Here the latent heat flux contribution to the feedback (second term on the rhs of169
(9)) dominates αupper as a result of its strong SST dependence.170
From (9) it is clear that both background wind speed (ua) and SST (T ) poten-171
tially control the spatial structure of αupper. The latter effect is seen in the slow172
increase in magnitude of αupper away from the pole in the SO (Fig. 1b). The NA,173
which spans a broader range of latitudes and includes warmer background SSTs,174
features larger variations and higher peaks in the air-sea feedback strength. The175
oceanic flow distorts the background SST field particularly strongly over the Gulf176
Stream, leading to a large peak in αupper over the warm tongue of the Gulf Stream,177
as well as to its sharp decline across the SST front marking the Gulf Stream North178
Wall (Fig. 1a). Another drop is observed to the south of the Gulf Stream warm179
tongue, here reflecting the effect of wind speed in (9) and the wind speed mini-180
mum in the region sandwiched between surface easterlies and westerlies. Slightly181
enhanced values (αupper≈ 35 W m−2 K−1) are also seen over the Southern Indian182
ocean in Fig. 1b, and reflect the peak surface westerlies there (not shown).183
The wind-speed induced patterns of αupper are less pronounced in the maps of184
αlower (Fig. 1c,d, contours). As suggested by (10), the thermodynamic imbalance185
between air and water must then be the primary player in setting the patterns186
of αlower. The background air-sea humidity contrast ∆q ≡ qsat(T ) − qa provides187
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a simple measure of this effect, and Fig. 1c,d indeed indicates a good agreement188
between the spatial variations in ∆q (colors) and αlower (contours). Variations in189
∆q explain the small values of αlower over the high-latitude SO, its equatorward190
increase, and also its peaks (at ≈ 6–10 W m−2 K−1) over warm poleward-flowing191
western boundary current systems such as the Gulf Stream, the Agulhas Return192
current and the Brazil current. They also explain the reduced values (≈ 2–4 W193
m−2 K−1) over cold equatorward-flowing western boundary current systems such194
as the Labrador and Malvinas currents.195
In summary, heat flux feedback bounds reveal differing regimes over the major196
SO and NA current systems. Over the ACC, αupper is fairly uniform and rarely197
exceeds 25–30 W m−2 K−1. In contrast a strong local maximum in excess of 40198
W m−2 K−1 occurs over the Gulf Stream warm tongue. The lower bound αlower199
reveals that α is not expected to drop below 8–10 W m−2 K−1 over the Gulf200
Stream, while over the ACC it could become as low as 2–4 W m−2 K−1.201
3.2 Comparison with the actual turbulent heat flux feedback202
As discussed in section 1, several studies have produced estimates of the turbulent203
heat flux feedback α in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Frankignoul and Kestenare204
2002; Park et al 2005) and recently an estimate has become available also for the205
SO (Hausmann et al 2016). Fig. 2 displays an estimate of α obtained by applying206
the method described in this latter study (as outlined also in Appendix A) to the207
ERA-I dataset, for both the NA and the SO. As in the calculation of the bounds208
above, α is estimated for each month of the year, and subsequently annually aver-209
aged. The resulting annual-mean maps compare well with the previously published210
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estimates for both the NA (Fig. 2a), and the SO (Fig. 2b – cf. to Hausmann et al211
2016, their Fig. 1a).212
Comparison of Figures 1 & 2 indicates that over the Gulf Stream the observed213
feedback (Fig. 2a colors) is close to its upper bound αupper (Fig. 1a contours), with214
values of ≈ 40 W m−2 K−1. This limit is also approached, but to a lesser extent,215
over the Agulhas region, with actual feedbacks of ≈ 25 W m−2 K−1 (Fig. 2b colors)216
whereas αupper ≈ 35 W m−2 K−1 (Fig. 1b contours). However, in the subtropical217
interiors of both hemispheres (away from the western boundaries), along the ACC,218
and in the subpolar gyre of the NA, α is a factor of 2 to 3 smaller than αupper.219
The lower bound αlower (Fig. 1c,d contours) is approached over the subpolar gyre220
of the NA and close to the sea-ice margin of the SO.221
Fig. 3 provides maps of dα ≡ α − αupper, in which these different regimes222
clearly stand out. Overall the observed heat flux feedback α lies within and spans223
the range between the lower and upper bounds introduced in section 2. Indeed,224
where the bounds themselves are both lowest, such as along the poleward edge225
of the ACC and in the NA subpolar gyre, the actual feedback is closer to the226
“slow export limit”, described by the lower bound (large negative dα, red shades227
in Fig. 3). In contrast, where the bounds are largest, such as over poleward-flowing228
western boundary current systems, exemplified here most markedly by the Gulf229
Stream system, the actual feedback is closer to the “fast export regime” described230
by the upper bound (near-zero dα, blue shades in Fig. 3). The low-latitude NA231
(≤25◦ N) forms an exception in this respect, as here the bounds themselves are232
large (due to their SST dependance), yet, as shown by the red shades in Fig. 3,233
the actual feedback is relatively small and drops away from the upper closer to234
the lower bound regime.235
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These previous results apply to the heat flux feedback acting at spatial scales236
on the order of several 100 kilometers, as resolved by the ERA-I data. As SST237
anomalies of larger spatial scale are considered, the “slow export” limit is expected238
to become more relevant as lateral advection of atmospheric temperature and239
moisture anomalies weakens. Adjustment to SST of the large-scale atmospheric240
circulation (see e.g. Ferreira et al 2001) are furthermore anticipated to contribute241
to lowering the heat flux feedback towards its lower bound on larger scales. To242
explore this, the heat flux feedback is estimated from SST and turbulent heat flux243
anomalies averaged over grid boxes of increasing size. The meridional extent is kept244
fixed at 5◦ latitude while the zonal extent is varied from 5◦ to 10◦ longitude. Then,245
at a meridional extent of 10◦ latitude, the zonal extent is further increased from246
10◦, 30◦ to 45◦ longitude, and in the SO furthermore up to 60◦and 90◦ longitude2.247
The result is displayed in Fig. 4. Each marker color corresponds to a different248
spatial scale (box size), as indicated by the color-bar (in an area unit SU , where249
1 SU is defined by the area of a 10◦-latitude by 1◦-longitude box at 40◦latitude).250
The horizontal axis uses SST as a measure of location, i.e., the box-averaging is251
centered on the climatological mean SST contours, and a marker in the Figure252
displays the average over all boxes of a given size along a given isotherm.253
Fig. 4 shows that, for any given surface isotherm, α decreases as the spatial254
scale is increased (from blue to red). Conversely, the feedback overall increases255
with SST at a given scale. For comparison, the black curves in Fig. 4 indicate the256
average values of αupper and αlower along each climatological mean SST contour.257
These show that α is constrained by its bounds at all scales and overall lies in the258
2 As further discussed by (Hausmann et al 2016), the confidence in the estimate of α is low at
larger circumpolar scales and we thus focus on basin scales and smaller here (≤90◦ longitude)
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middle of the range (as indicated by the (αlower + αupper)/2 contour). It is seen259
that, in the NA (Fig. 4a), α is closer to αlower than αupper over cold SSTs at all260
spatial scales, while the reverse is true over the warm SSTs of the subtropics (only261
beyond 25◦ C feedbacks drop again). A similar trend is found over the SO, but262
here feedbacks remain overall closer to αlower than αupper also in the 15
◦–20◦ C263
isotherm range. This likely reflects that these SO isotherms sample both basin264
interiors and western boundary current regions, whereas in the NA primarily the265
latter. The drop of α towards αlower over cold SSTs is particularly striking in the266
coldest SO isotherms surrounding Antarctica (red circles on Fig. 4b in the range267
1◦–6◦ C) where α ≈ 5–10 W m−2 K−1. Note that on the poleward edge of this268
range sea ice prevails seasonally. Repeating the estimate with QS and QL included269
only over sea-ice free grid points (c =0%, rather than c ≤15% as shown) yields270
feedbacks that flatten off at a scale-dependent 8–13 W m−2 K−1 over these coldest271
isotherms (not shown). This difference may point to residual sea-ice contamination272
in the ERA-I surface heat fluxes where 0%< c ≤15%, but also likely reflect the273
more equatorward location of the c >0% region (as discussed by Hausmann et al274
2016, in more detail).275
4 Mechanisms276
4.1 Thermal adjustment277
The above results suggest that the fast export limit (corresponding to ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ =278
0, section 2) is approached over the Gulf Stream on the spatial scale resolved by279
the ERA-I dataset, while the slow export limit (characterized by ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ = 1)280
is approached in the NA subpolar gyre and adjacent to the Antarctic winter-281
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time sea-ice edge on these spatial scales (several 100–1000 kms), as well as along282
the ACC over basin-wide SST anomaly scales. This interpretation implies that283
there is little thermodynamic adjustment of the MABL to SST anomalies over284
the Gulf Stream region, yet a significant adjustment over subpolar regions of both285
hemispheres, and over basin-scale SO SST anomalies.286
To further support this interpretation, in the following ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ is estimated287
explicitly from the data over the regions and scales considered. To do so the method288
that is used above to estimate α, which provides an estimate of ∂
〈
X′
〉
/∂T ′ with289
X = Q, is instead applied to X = Ta. The resulting annually-averaged maps of290
the temperature sensitivity ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ are displayed in Fig. 5a,b. The Figure shows291
that, in agreement with the above interpretation, the temperature sensitivity is292
close to unity in the NA subpolar gyre and near the margin of the Antarctic293
winter-time sea-ice edge. The Gulf Stream in turn is seen to be the region with294
lowest ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′, the value found there being in between that of the two limits295
(∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′≈ 0.5). Likewise, the signature of other western boundary currents is296
hinted at in the SO in Fig. 5b, with local minima in the temperature sensitivity297
found over the Brazil-Malvinas confluence region, and the Agulhas and its return298
current (∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′≈ 0.6). Calculation of the temperature sensitivity on increas-299
ingly larger spatial scales, using the same method as described in section 3b for300
the scale-dependance estimate of α, indicates that ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ indeed increases on301
moving towards larger scales, and exceeds 0.9 in the NA/SO poleward of 50◦N/S302
on synoptic scales and larger (not shown).303
These results support the interpretation that high latitudes in the NA and the304
SO are close to the slow export limit. This likely reflects the fact that the at-305
mosphere converges, in the annual mean, heat and moisture toward these regions306
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(e.g. Trenberth et al 2001), thereby limiting how efficiently temperature or mois-307
ture anomalies can be removed from them. Over the Gulf Stream, the ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ in308
Fig. 5a are weaker than elsewhere, consistent with this region being one of large309
atmospheric heat transport divergence in the mean (e.g. Trenberth et al 2001).310
However, at ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′≈ 0.5, they still imply a significant thermal adjustment of311
the MABL, yet the value of α is nonetheless close to that expected from the fast312
export limit in this region.313
To understand how this can be, and quantify the impact of thermal adjustment314
on α, the contribution of the ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ term to the departure dα of the turbulent315
heat flux feedback (α = αupper + dα) from its upper bound αupper is displayed in316
Figs. 5c,d (it is given by the sum of the 2nd terms on the rhs of eqs. (3) & (8), and317
the estimation method is detailed in Appendix B). It is seen to be more negative318
than the actual dα (mapped Fig. 3), over the SO, in the NA subtropics, and,319
in particular, over the GS region. Thus, in these regions, the presence of MABL320
thermal adjustment alone would yield feedbacks that are weaker in magnitude321
than those observed.322
4.2 Other processes323
To find the missing processes at work, dα is further decomposed into a thermody-324
namic adjustment component (this includes the contribution to changes in latent325
and sensible heat fluxes by atmospheric thermal, and moisture adjustments to SST326
anomalies, in the absence of changes in wind speed) and a dynamic adjustment327
component (solely involving changes in wind speed), thus:328
dα = dαthdyn + dαdyn + dαres. (11)
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The definition of the thermodynamic and dynamic terms in this equation, and329
how they are estimated from data, is given in Appendix B. Note that the extra330
term in (11), dαres, is a residual including all terms neglected in this derivation331
(changes in drag coefficient, cross terms involving correlations between changes332
in air temperature or relative humidity and windspeed, and the – small – higher333
order terms in the Taylor expansions in section 2).334
Figure 6 illustrates the partitioning of α in the framework of (11) for both335
the NA (left column) and the SO (right column). As expected from section 4a,336
dαthdyn (top row) displays large negative values at high latitudes in both domains337
and also approaching the tropics, whereas weak negative values prevail over the338
Gulf Stream.339
Relative humidity adjustment This reduction of the feedback by thermody-340
namic adjustment (dαthdyn, Fig. 6a,b) is not as pronounced as suggested by the341
thermal adjustment contribution alone (Fig. 5c,d): it is less negative by +3-5 W342
m−2 K−1 across the ACC, and the SO and NA subtropics, and by almost +10 W343
m−2 K−1 over the Gulf Stream recirculation. This difference must reflect a MABL344
that is less equilibrated in terms of moisture than suggested by the thermal adjust-345
ment alone (via ∂
〈
r′H
〉
/∂T ′ <0, see eq. 7 and also Appendix B), thereby pushing the346
feedback up closer towards the fast export regime despite the substantial thermal347
adjustment ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ ≥ 0.5 present over these regions. This is confirmed by an348
examination of ∂
〈
r′H
〉
/∂T ′, which reveal to be indeed weakly negative over these349
regions (≈ −1 %/K), and to peak at a minimum of ≈ −2 %/K over the warm350
flank of the Gulf Stream (not shown).351
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Dynamical adjustments Although weak, the dαthdyn (Fig. 6a) over the Gulf352
Stream region of ≈ −10 W m−2 K−1 are still larger in magnitude than the actual353
difference dα between α and αupper in this region (mapped in Fig. 3a). There354
must thus be a mechanism compensating the thermodynamic adjustment of the355
boundary layer to SST anomalies in the western NA subtropical gyre. Inspection of356
Fig. 6c (dαdyn) and Fig. 6e (dαres) over the NA suggests that enhanced (reduced)357
wind speeds over warm (cold) SST anomalies account for about half (dαdyn ≈ +5358
W m−2 K−1) of the required compensation, the remaining half arising from the359
residual. The positive contribution dαdyn to the south of the Gulf Stream reflects360
positive wind sensitivities ∂
〈
ua′
〉
/∂T ′ on the order of 0.2 m s−1 K−1 (not shown).361
This is consistent in the sign with the enhancement of wind stress observed over362
time-averaged mesoscale SST features in satellite data (e.g. Chelton et al 2004, at363
about half its magnitude – see O’Neill et al. 2012). Note that such a compensation364
between thermodynamic and dynamic effects, respectively reducing and enhancing365
the feedback with respect to αupper, is also operative, if to a lesser degree, over366
the SO subtropics and its boundary currents, such as the Agulhas and its return367
current. In these regions the small dαdyn and dαres (Fig. 6d,f) enhance dα from368
the dαthdyn ≈ −15 W m−2 K−1 (Fig. 6b) to their actual value of less than −10369
W m−2 K−1 (Fig. 3b).370
An interesting contrast to higher latitudes, where dαthdyn and dαdyn consis-371
tently oppose each other (see Fig. 6a,b vs c,d), is seen in the NA subtropics at372
≈ 20◦N, which features negative dαdyn ≈ −5 W m−2 K−1 (Fig. 6c) and thereby a373
cooperation of dynamical and thermodynamical processes weakening the feedback374
below its upper bound. Here (and also further towards the tropics of the NA, not375
shown) dynamical coupling provides a weak positive feedback on SST, revealing376
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the action of a positive wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback (e.g. Czaja et al377
2002, and references therein). Consistent with the result of the latter study this is378
not strong enough to induce a net positive air-sea feedback in this region (as seen379
in Fig. 2a, a negative net turbulent feedback operates here at a rate α ≈ 15 W380
m−2 K−1). The results presented here moreover show that in the low-latitude381
NA the main reduction of the negative heat flux feedback below its upper bound382
(αupper ≈ 35 W m−2 K−1 here) is provided, not by the WES feedback (dαdyn never383
< −10W m−2 K−1, Fig. 6c), but by thermodynamic adjustment of the atmosphere384
(dαthdyn consistently < −20 W m−2 K−1 in this region, Fig. 6a).385
5 Conclusion and discussion386
The main results of this study can be summarized as follows:387
– The spatial structure of the magnitude of the SST air-sea heat flux feedback,388
as estimated in the literature, can be understood from the climatological back-389
ground state of the MABL and its thermodynamic adjustment to SST anoma-390
lies.391
– Weak heat flux feedbacks (≈ 5–10 W m−2 K−1) found in the subpolar gyre of392
the NA and near the margin of the Antarctic winter-time sea-ice edge reflect a393
regime where there is a large adjustment of the MABL to SST anomalies. This394
result also applies to SST anomalies of basin-wide spatial scales in the NA and395
the SO.396
– The Gulf Stream and southwestern NA subtropical gyre are highlighted as the397
region displaying the largest heat flux feedback (≈ 40 W m−2 K−1). These398
reflect a compensation between a moderate thermodynamic adjustment of the399
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MABL to SST anomalies, which tends to weaken the heat flux feedback, and400
a strengthening of the surface winds, which tends to enhance it.401
The fact that the thermodynamic adjustment of the MABL increases towards402
large spatial scales is expected from the weakening of lateral advection with spatial403
scale. It is however more surprising to find that the MABL in high latitudes also404
shows a large degree of thermodynamic adjustment on shorter (synoptic) scales.405
Here it is hypothesized that this results from the convergence of moist static energy406
by synoptic motions and stationary waves over these regions in the annual mean,407
limiting the ability of the MABL to laterally or vertically export heat or moisture408
anomalies. Further work is required to fully test this hypothesis.409
Overall, the fact that the spatial structure of the heat flux feedback, including410
high Southern latitudes, can be understood from the “fast” and “slow export”411
limits, discussed in section 2, provides confidence in the available estimates of412
feedbacks from data. It is in particular reassuring that oceanic regions near the413
winter-time sea-ice edge in the SO behave similarly to those in the NA subpolar414
gyre where confidence in the reanalysis is greater. Note that the analysis pre-415
sented in this paper has been repeated with the OAFlux dataset (Yu et al 2008)416
and the major conclusions, as listed above, are found to be robust. This suggests417
that available data-based estimates can provide guidance in the interpretation of418
coupled model integrations with discrepant inherent air-sea restoring time scales419
(e.g. Ferreira et al 2015).420
Finally, it is worth emphasizing the weak heat flux feedbacks found at high421
latitudes. For a mixed layer depth of 100 m, a 10 W m−2 K−1 feedback strength422
would, in the absence of other damping processes, lead to a persistence time of423
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SST anomalies of more than a year (≈ 15 months). This suggests that the surface424
thermal restoring typically used in ocean-only models may be much stronger than425
data indicate at high latitudes.426
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Appendix A – Estimating the heat flux feedback429
The heat flux feedback α as defined in (2) is estimated from timeseries of turbu-430
lent heat fluxes Q and SST T using lagged covariance analysis, as introduced by431
Frankignoul et al (1998). Here we follow the method for seasonal feedback estima-432
tion described by Hausmann et al. (2016, i.e. as used to construct their Fig. 6). As433
therein major sources of low frequency variability (linear seasonal ENSO signals434
and trends) are removed from anomaly time series before the analysis. The feed-435
back is then obtained for each month of the year as the T ′ Q′ covariance function,436
weighted by the T ′ autocovariance437
α =
T ′(t)Q′(t+ 1δt)
T ′(t)T ′(t+ 1δt)
, (A.1)
in which δt is one month and t is taken only in certain months of the year. For438
example, the February (F) feedback α(F) is obtained taking t only in January &439
February (JF), that is from the response of February & March (FM) heat fluxes440
to JF SST, weighted by the latter’s own decay into FM: α(F ) = T
′(JF )Q′(FM)
T ′(JF )T ′(FM)
.441
The annual-mean feedback displayed in Fig. 2 is then obtained as the average of442
the feedbacks estimated separately for each month of the year.443
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Appendix B – Decomposition of the heat flux feedback into thermodynamic444
and dynamic components445
The turbulent heat flux feedback can be written as α = αupper + dα, and dα446
(mapped in Fig. 3) is further decomposed as (11). Therein the thermodynamic447
component, dαthdyn, reflects the contribution to the feedback, in departure from448
its upper bound, by thermal and moisture adjustments to SST anomalies (with449
the other properties of the MABL held fixed). It is given by the sum of the 2nd450
terms on the rhs of equations (3) and (4), i.e.451
dαthdyn = −
(
ρauacSc
a
p ∂
〈
T
a′〉/∂T ′ + ρauacLL ∂ 〈qa′〉/∂T ′) . (B.1)
To estimate (B.1) from data, ∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′ & ∂
〈
qa′
〉
/∂T ′ are obtained for each month452
of the year by applying the same lagged covariance analysis method as used for453
α (see Appendix A), which gives ∂
〈
X′
〉
/∂T ′ with X = Q, to X = Ta & qa. The454
other variables in (B.1) are estimated from monthly air-sea climatology, as in the455
estimate of the bounds in section 3a. To capture seasonal correlations, the products456
in (B.1) are evaluated for each month of the year, before annually averaging. The457
result is mapped in Fig. 6a,b.458
At the level of approximation used in section 2,459
dαthdyn ≈ dαtherm + dαrhum, (B.2)
in which the thermal adjustment contribution (dαtherm, mapped in Fig. 5c,d) is460
given by the sum of the 2nd terms on the rhs of (3) and (8) as:461
dαtherm = ρaua
(
cSc
a
p + cLLrH
dqsat
dT
∣∣∣∣
Ta
)
∂
〈
T
a′〉/∂T ′, (B.3)
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and the relative humidity adjustment contribution is given by the 3rd term on the462
rhs of (8) as:463
dαrhum = −ρauacLLqsat(Ta ) ∂
〈
rH
′〉/∂T ′. (B.4)
Estimation of these terms reveals that the residual of the approximation (B.2)464
lies within ±0.5 W m−2 K−1 everywhere in NA and SO (not shown). Differences465
between dαthdyn (Fig. 6a,b) and dαtherm (Fig. 5c,d) are thus accounted for by the466
relative humidity adjustment contribution dαrhum (not shown).467
The dynamical coupling contribution to the feedback, solely reflecting wind468
speed adjustments to SST anomalies ∂
〈
ua′
〉
/∂T ′, is obtained by evaluating (2) while469
keeping all MABL properties but ua fixed, and then subtracting αupper, with the470
result:471
dαdyn =
(
ρacSc
a
p
(
T − Ta)+ ρacLL (qsat(T )− qa )) ∂ 〈ua′〉/∂T ′. (B.5)
The remaining contribution dαres is then estimated as residual of the terms472
quantified in equation (11), that is as:473
dαres = α− (αupper + dαthdyn + dαdyn). (B.6)
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Table 1 Physical parameters used in the study, and their values, if assumed
constant.
cap specific heat of air 1004 J K
−1kg−1
L latent heat of evaporation 2.5 106 J kg−1
ρa air density 1.22 kg m−3
p sea-level pressure 1015 hPa
cS transfer coefficient for sensible heat 1.15 10
−3∗
cL transfer coefficient for latent heat 1.15 10
−3∗
cp specific heat of seawater 4000 J K
−1kg−1
ρ0 density of seawater 1025 kg m
−3
* as recommended by Fairall et al (2003).
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1
Fig. 1 Contours of the reference thermodynamic bounds on the turbulent (= latent +
sensible) air-sea feedback, in W m−2 K−1, for NA & SO: (a,b) display αupper as given by
(9), and (c,d) αlower as given by (10). Colors in (a,b) show the sensible contribution to
αupper, in W m−2 K−1, and in (c,d) the air-sea humidity contrast ∆q ≡ qsat(T ) − qa, in
g/kg. The dashed black contour indicates the 15% isoline of the end-winter (NA: February,
SO: October) climatological sea-ice concentration.
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Fig. 2 The (a) NA and (b) SO turbulent feedback strength α, in W m−2 K−1, estimated
from ERA-I data as described in the text (colored & contoured in black). Bright red contours
show climatological SST isotherms (starting at the poles: 3, 6.5, 12.5, 18.5 & 24.5◦C in the
NA, and 0, 6.5, 12.5 & 18.5◦C in the SO). As in Fig. 1, the dashed black contour indicates a
sea-ice concentration c of 15% at the end of winter. Stippling indicates regions, in which the
estimate of α would be unavailable if only based on Q with c = 0%, rather than c ≤ 15% as
colored.
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Fig. 3 (a) NA and (b) SO dα ≡ α−αupper, that is the departure of the actual turbulent air-
sea feedback α (as mapped in Fig. 2) from its upper bound αupper (as contoured in Fig. 1a,b).
Otherwise as Fig. 2. Red shades indicate a feedback much lower than its upper bound.
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1
Fig. 4 (a) NA and (b) SO large-scale turbulent air-sea feedback α (y-axes, in W m−2 K−1)
as function of background SST (x-axes, in ◦C) and spatial scale. Spatial scale is color-coded
(as multiples of the area of a 1◦ longitude by 10◦ latitude box at 40◦N/S, defining the area
unit SU), increasing from the 100 km scale (blue, ≈ 1◦–by–1◦, or 0.1 SU) to basin scales (red,
30◦–90◦ longitude by 10◦ latitude, or 30–90 SU). The isotherm-average of the raw feedback
calculation without any box-averaging of ERA-I data is also indicated (in blue) and corresponds
to a scale of ≈ 0.1 SU . At each larger scale, but at the largest available for the given region,
two realizations of the estimate are displayed, the second of which uses coarse boxes shifted to
the east by half of their zonal width. Thick black lines plot the scale-independent αupper and
αlower, the thin line indicating (αlower + αupper)/2.
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1
Fig. 5 (a,b) Thermal adjustment of the surface atmosphere to perturbations in SST
∂
〈
Ta′
〉
/∂T ′, and (c,d) the resulting contribution the feedback, estimated as (B.3). (Isotherms,
ice-edge and stippling as in Fig. 2.)
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1
Fig. 6 Contributions to dα, the departure of the air-sea feedback α from αupper, as mapped in
Fig. 3, reflecting: (a,b) atmospheric thermodynamic adjustments dαthdyn, estimated as (B.1),
(c,d) atmospheric dynamic coupling dαdyn, estimated as (B.5), and (e,f) residual processes.
Note the change of sign in the color-scale in (a,b) with respect to (c,d,e,f). (Isotherms, ice-edge
and stippling as in Fig. 2.)
